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k-punk: The 
Collected and 
Unpublished 
Writings of Mark 
Fisher (2004-2016)
This has turned out to be a year of general 
discontent and dissatisfaction, with public 
protests taking place across the UK. Marches 
on a final Brexit deal, protests against a certain 
presidential visit; the ubiquitous witty placards, 
banners and chants of disaffection producing 
clickbait and best-of lists. 

Now, almost two years after Mark Fisher 
took his own life in January 2017 (‘Mark 
Fisher Remembered’ AM404), it is against this 
political backdrop that this lovingly curated 
collection is published by Fisher’s comrades 
at Repeater books. k-punk exhibits the scope 
of Fisher’s interests and influences, from his 
intense and obsessive investigations of glam 
and artpop (read: Roxy Music, Grace Jones, 
Visage) to blog entries that eventually became 
chapters of his breakthrough Capitalist 
Realism (Reviews AM333). The book may 
be lengthy but Darren Ambrose has done 
a fantastic job of trawling the labyrinthine 
networks of the online blogging world and its 
culture of ‘technological democracy’, which 
Fisher was such an integral part of, to reframe 
– if not re-evaluate – Fisher’s work before too 
many dead links mean it is lost forever.    

Scanning the newly published k-punk in 
the light of today’s news stories, my mind is 
immediately drawn to two blogs from 2010, 
when Fisher wrote about the student-led 
demonstrations against rising university fees 
and spending cuts for education. These pieces 
– ‘Kettle Logic’ and ‘Winter of Discontent 2.0: 
Notes on a Month of Militancy’ – communicate 
themes at the heart of Fisher’s writing: 
an innate understanding of societal ills, 
often ones that most are blind to; political 
organisation; and solidarity. These issues 
often had their foundations in the boggy 
ground of modern class relations, which 
Fisher unpicked with incredible nuance and 
accessible illustration, exemplified perfectly 
here in a New Humanist review of Benefits 
Street, which criticises ‘post-reality TV 
documentary’ programming for going ‘out 
of its way to conceal the class differences of 
those who are making the programmes and 
those who feature in them’. 

In addition to the blog posts, articles, 
interviews and ‘reflections’, k-punk also 
brings us some previously unpublished 
writings, including the introduction to a 
proposed new book, Acid Communism, and 
an unfinished k-punk post from 2016. Titled 
‘Mannequin Challenge’, it expresses some of 
Fisher’s views on the Brexit vote and Donald 
Trump’s presidential campaign: namely, the 
unsurprising success of a right-wing populist 
rhetorical version of class politics. As fresh 
in the mind and as tragic as Fisher’s death is, 
one forgets just how recently he was writing 
and pointedly dissecting some of the largest 
issues of contemporary life with an almost 
prophetic air. Perhaps it is the terrifying fact 
that we have been living with the prospects of 
– as unlikely as they seemed at the time – both 
Brexit and a Trump presidency since June 2015 
that brings about this wilful jumbling of time. 
An undeniable work in progress, ‘Mannequin 
Challenge’ manages to read as a hampered 
and unfinished piece with stunted sentences 
and ellipses standing in for whole clauses and 
yet strangely final. After discussing the rise of 
nationalism, it ends with the stark statement: 
‘Control of their own lives.’ 

The task of translating a body of work that is 
so heavily predicated on something as dynamic 
and networked as blog culture into print is an 
audacious and no doubt troublesome task. 
The editor’s desire to ‘avoid any unnecessary 
repetition of previously published material’ 
is by and large adhered to and the collection 
is certainly more manageable for it. However, 
the aim to ‘retain a certain flavour of the 
community of blog writing’ while extracting 
k-punk posts ‘from the old blog community 
architecture’, for all the effort, doesn’t quite 
work. k-punk’s endnotes explain the now famed 
pseudonymous name of IT (‘Infinite Thought, 
aka Nina Power’) but then say that ‘the blog 
is no longer available online’. Jarring points 
like this make you realise how immediate and 

collaborative Fisher’s blogging community 
was (and continues to be) in contrast to the 
traditional book format. Both lauded and 
abhorred, the 2013 polemical piece ‘Exiting 
the Vampire’s Castle’ is a prime example of this 
type of networked life. A quick search will throw 
up myriad recent responses from both sides of 
the divide. The thematic formatting of k-punk, 
with sections on music, politics, film and 
television, as well as a selection of interviews, is 
a great way to further abstract the blog pieces 
from their online context and put them in 
some dialogue with Fisher’s contemporaneous 
writings for publications as varied as Visual 
Artists’ News Sheet, New Statesman, Frieze and 
New Humanist, amongst others. 

What k-punk is undeniably clear about 
is Fisher’s stand against today’s anti-
intellectualism. It places him as a thinker and 
writer whose work – varied and prodigious 
– will continue to have relevance as long as 
there is any doubt that we should function in 
solidarity. As Fisher wrote in the unfinished 
introduction to Acid Communism, a book we 
will never read, we must focus our efforts to 
maintain ‘the collective capacity to produce, 
care and enjoy’. z
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